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Subjective beliefs in asset pricing

I Asset prices are forward looking: Beliefs about future payoffs
crucial

I Basic asset pricing relationship

Pt = Ẽ[Mt+1(Dt+1 + Pt+1)|x t ]

for asset with payoff Dt+1 and stochastic discount factor
Mt+1 reflecting investors’ preferences.

I Investors’ subjective beliefs Ẽ[.|x t ] based on vector of
variables x t they observe
I Expectations about future fundamentals
I Expectations about future beliefs of investors pricing the asset

at t + 1
I Perceptions of risk



Subjective beliefs in asset pricing

I Yet study of investor beliefs was until recently mostly absent
in asset pricing

I Still dominant paradigm is rational expectations (RE) =
agents know model, parameter values, and forecast rationally
I Given information x t they know how to form E[.|x t ]

I RE convenient: Investor beliefs implied by (known) true
fundamentals process. No need for separate specification (and
empirical study of) investor beliefs.

I But RE potentially overlooks a main driver of asset price
variation

Subjective beliefs in asset pricing: Google Scholar
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1. Illustration of role of subjective
beliefs in asset pricing



Example: Aggregate stock market valuation

I Return predictability evidence: price/dividend ratio
I predicts stock market excess returns
I does not predict future dividend growth

I Standard RE explanations: Countercyclical time-varying
expected excess returns due to
I time-varying risk aversion (Campbell and Cochrane 1999)
I time-varying risk (Bansal and Yaron 2004)

I How do these RE-implied beliefs compare with survey
measures of beliefs about future excess returns?

Disconnect between objective and subjective expected
stock market excess returns
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Source: Subjective = one-year expected stock market returns in excess of one-year Treasury yield from various
individual investor surveys in Nagel and Xu (2021). Objective = Fitted value from predictive regression of stock
market excess returns on repurchase-adjusted log price-dividend ratio estimated on quarterly data 1927-2019.



Disconnect between objective and subjective expected
bond market excess returns
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Figure 2
Subjective and Objective Bond Risk Premium

The blue line plots the survey-implied subjective bond risk premium from Xu (2020). The
red line plots the expected bond risk premium from using the Ludvigson and Ng (2009)
factor and the Cieslak and Povala (2015) factor as predictors. We use the maturity-weighted
average log excess returns on zero-coupon bonds from two-year to ten-year. The zero-coupon
yields are from Liu and Wu (forthcoming) and the survey forecasts are from the Blue Chip
Financial Forecasts.
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Investor belief formation: Parameter learning

I Once we discard RE, we need model of belief formation

I How do agents get from observed data, x t , to beliefs

Ẽ[yt+1|x t ] = f (x t ; g)

I In this talk, I assume that agents approximate f (x t ; g) with
linear models

yt+1 = x ′tg + et+1

I Therefore, focus on formation of beliefs about g



What is the information that influences beliefs?
I Typical economic models: Clearly defined, small info set

I Reality for decision makers: Messy, huge amount of
potentially, but not necessarily relevant info

2. Belief formation based on
historical experience



Macroeconomic experiences and macroeconomic
expectations: Example of inflation

I “An entire generation of young adults has grown up since

the mid-1960s knowing only inflation ... In the circumstances,

it is hardly surprising that many citizens have begun to wonder

whether it is realistic to anticipate a return to general price

stability... ” — Paul Volcker, June 1979.

I “There is an entire generation of traders who have grown up
investing in the post-global financial crisis world of no inflation
... People shouldn’t underestimate how uncertain things will
look if we are entering a new paradigm.”

— Sonal Desai, CIO, Franklin Templeton, May 2021 .

Macroeconomic experiences and macroeconomic
expectations

I Many empirical properties of macroeconomic expectations can
be understood through a model of experience-based
expectations formation in which individuals
I draw on lifetime experiences of macroeconomic data to form

expectations
I put higher weight more recently experienced data

I Experience-based expectations formation can help understand
what standard macro models struggle to explain
I Asset price volatility
I Credit booms and busts
I Forward guidance puzzle



Adaptive parameter learning from life-time experience

I Individuals forecast inflation, πt+1, with AR(1) model

π̂t+1|t = α̃t + φ̃tπt

I Parameter estimates α̃t and φ̃t obtained at t with
I least squares regression
I on individuals’ life-time data set up to time t
I more weight on recent data (half-life ≈ 10 years)

Differences in inflation expectations and experiences
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Based on Malmendier and Nagel (2016). Inflation Expectations: Michigan Survey
of Consumers, one-year expected inflation rate. Experience-based forecast: AR(1)
model forecast estimated based on weighted life-time inflation data for each survey
respondent. Figure shows differences: average for individuals of age < 40 minus average
for individuals of age > 60.



Out-of-sample evidence from NY Fed Survey

Hawks and doves on the FOMC: Experienced inflation and
individual member inflation forecasts
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Open question: Stronger persistence of extreme
experiences?

I Plausible that extreme experiences stick more strongly in
(collective) memory
I Challenge: difficult to cleanly identify in empirical data

I Example: German Hyperinflation of 1923

Open question: Stronger persistence of extreme
experiences?

26 Robert J. Shiller 

respondent clearly stated this. Not a single respondent clearly mentioned the 
inconveniences created by inflation, such as making more trips to the bank. 

1.6 Public Concerns with Inflation: Results from Questionnaires 
B and C 

1.6.1 Confirmation of Importance of Inflation and Its Effects on Standards 
of Living 

Answers to some of the questions on questionnaire B (distributed to ran- 
domly selected people in the United States and to economists) and question- 
naire C (distributed to randomly selected people in the United States and Ger- 
many, and via E-mail in Brazil) confirm the central importance in public 
perceptions of inflation and of the standard-of-living concern. These closed- 
end questionnaires give more precise description of our conclusions, since the 
wording of the answers is the same for everyone, and allows accurate compari- 
sons across groups. 

The respondents in all three countries, and among both the younger and the 
older in the United States and Germany, were very concerned with inflation.6 

C1. Do you agree with the following statement? “The control of inflation is 
one of the most important missions of US [German, Brazilian] economic 
policy.” 

I 2 3 4 5 
Fully agree Undecided Completely disagree 

US all 56% 28% 7% 7% 2% n= 123 
Born < 
1940 69% 13% 11% 4% 2% n=45 
Born > 
1950 44% 38% 2% 13% 2% n=45 

Germany all 76% 18% 5% 1% 0% n= 174 
Born < 
1940 90% 8% 1 970 1% 0% n=77 
Born > 
1950 51% 40% 7% 2% 0% n=55 

Brazil 56% 32% 2% 4% 7% n=57 

Concern with inflation is high everywhere. The Germans tend to agree with 
this statement more often than the others, but it is striking that no group of 
respondents chose 1 or 2 less than 80% of the time.’ The older people (born 

6.  Words in brackets in the questions shown here are the word corresponding to the country of 
the respondent. 

7. The breakdown of categories by birth year was chosen so that the older group would be 
people who clearly experienced World War I1 and the post-World War I1 inflation in Germany, 

Source: Shiller (1997). See also Ehrmann and Tzamourani (2012) for broader evidence
from World Values Survey.



Open question: False (collective) memories of history?
12 |   HAFFERT ET AL.

Great Depression. However, there is also an important difference: almost all Dutch estimates remain 
within the bounds of relatively recent inflation experiences and remain far from associating the 1930s 
with a time of hyperinflation. More than 60% cluster around the current inflation anchor and assume 
inflation rates of up to only 5%. This would appear to be a normal range, given that Dutch inflation 
reached more than 10% in the mid- 1970s and more than 7% in the early 1980s. Many German esti-
mates are much higher than anything experienced in living German memory. Contrary to Germans, 
less than a fifth of Dutch respondents estimate that prices rose by more than 10 percent and less than 
1% of respondents stated inflation rates above 100%.

We, thus, conclude that the distribution of German estimates for inflation rates during the Great 
Depression looks much more similar to a “pure hyperinflation counterfactual” than to a “pure de-
pression counterfactual,” even if Dutch respondents also tend to overestimate inflation rates during 
the Great Depression. As the comparison with estimates for 1923 suggests, this phenomenon occurs 
because many Germans rely on their memory of hyperinflation when asked to think about the Great 
Depression.

6 |  WHO MISREMEMBERS WEIMAR IN GERMANY?

As the preceding section has demonstrated, a large number of Germans seem to conflate the Great 
Depression and hyperinflation and to perceive them as a single Weimar economic crisis. However, 
not all Germans do so. In this section, we seek to explore which Germans are particularly likely to 
commit this fallacy and regress the log- transformed inflation estimates on a variety of respondent 
characteristics (Table 2).

F I G U R E  4  Distribution of inflation estimates in Germany and the Netherlands.
Source: Haffert, Redeker, and Rommel (2021)

Open question: Direct personal experience vs. indirect
experience

I Plausible that direct personal experience with an event (e.g.,
portfolio loss in stock market crash) leaves stronger
impression than indirect experience (e.g., reading about stock
market crash w/o personal investment loss)

I Some initial evidence from Andersen, Hanspal, Nielsen (2019):
Experience with bank collapse in Denmark during financial
crisis in 2008 has stronger effect if personally experienced, vs.
experienced by relatives, vs. just living in same town as
collapsed bank.



Belief formation based on historical experience: Summary

I Bayesian prescription: use all available relevant data to form
posterior—but, in practice, what is “all” and what is
“relevant”?

I In practice, individuals seem to rely heavily on slowly fading
memory of personal experiences

I But many aspects of how individuals’ memory of financial and
macroeconomic history is formed, maintained, and recalled
remain to be explored

3. Belief formation when observed
data are high-dimensional



Investors’ Big Data problem

I Investors forecasting cash
flows face huge number
of potential predictors

I E [ c.f. ] = f(predictors)
unknown:
high-dimensional learning
problem

I How do investors deal
with this problem?
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Investors’ Big Data problem

I Machine learning (ML) as inspiration for human forecasting in
high-dimensional environments?

“some common limits on human prediction might be under-

stood as the kinds of errors made by poor implementations of

machine learning.” — Camerer (2018).

I (Supervised) ML methods: Generalized regression techniques
to accommodate
I high-dimensional data: Regularization, shrinkage, sparsity
I nonlinearity: Trees, neural networks, ...

I Here: Focus on high-dimensionality within linear framework



Example: Learning about parameters of a linear model

I Suppose cash flows for N firms generated as

y t = X t−1g + et , et ∼ N(0, I )

where X t−1 is an N × J predictor matrix.

I Elements of N × J predictor matrix X t−1 drawn IID N(0, 1).
I Fixed regressors case: X drawn once, then fixed
I Stochastic regressors case: X t drawn new each period.

I “Nature” draws g ∼ N(0, σ2
g I ) once at the beginning, where

σ2
g =

θ

J
, θ = const.

which keeps total explanatory power of X t−1g constant as we
change J.

OLS estimation?

I At t = 1, agent uses observed data y1 and X 0 to construct
estimate g̃1, to then forecast

ŷ2 = X 1g̃1

I Consider case where number of predictors (J) may be of close
to similar magnitude as number of firms (N)

I Estimate g̃1 with OLS?

I Examine forecast performance

Forecast MSE =
1

N
(y2 − ŷ2,OLS)′(y2 − ŷ2,OLS)



Poor forecast performance of OLS in high-dimensional
setting
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Bayesian approach

I OLS = Bayesian posterior mean if prior beliefs about g diffuse

I Diffuse prior implies variance of predictable cash flow
components X t−1g →∞. Not economically sensible

I Economically sensible prior should be an informative prior that
recognizes that very large magnitudes of elements of g aren’t
economically plausible

I Martin and Nagel (2021) explore asset pricing when investors
learn with objectively correct prior, i.e., g ∼ N(0, σ2

g I ), same
as distribution that nature draws g from.
I Stronger assumption than Bayesian rationality



Forecast error predictability

I With informative prior, the posterior mean shrinks OLS
coefficient estimates to zero

g̃ t = Γt g̃OLS ,t

via shrinkage matrix Γt (w/ diffuse prior Γt = I )

I Forecast error

y t+1 − ŷ t+1|t = X t(I − Γt)g︸ ︷︷ ︸
induced by shrinkage

+ X tΓt(g̃OLS ,t − g)︸ ︷︷ ︸
reduced by shrinkage

+et

I First two components correlated with columns of X t :
in-sample forecast error predictability

In-sample forecast error predictability

I Consider an econometrician studying forecast error
predictability ex-post, regressing y t+1 − ŷ t+1|t on X t , which
yields coefficients bt+1

I Econometrician’s in-sample prediction of forecast error

X tbt+1 = X t(I−Γt)g+X tΓt(g̃OLS ,t−g)+X t(X ′tX t)
−1X ′tet

vs. actual forecast error

y t+1 − ŷ t+1|t = X t(I − Γt)g + X tΓt(g̃OLS ,t − g) + et

I Econometrician will detect in-sample predictability due to the
two learning-induced components of the forecast error



Absence of out-of-sample forecast error predictability

I Econometrician’s out-of-sample prediction of t + 2 forecast
error

f̂ t+2|t+1 = X tbt+1

vs. actual forecast error

y t+2 − ŷ t+2|t+1

I Martin and Nagel (2021) show that

E[(y t+2 − ŷ t+2|t+1)f̂
′
t+2|t+1] = 0

I The strong assumption of objectively correct prior beliefs is
crucial for this no-OOS predictability result

Open question: Which deviation from objective priors
benchmark model?

I The assumption of objectively correct priors may be too
strong to describe real-world investor belief formation
I It would not be irrational to have a different prior
I People may not employ statistically optimal degree of shrinkage

I Ultimately an empirical question how people deal with high
dimensionality
I Tendency to overfit large models (insufficient shrinkage)?
I Tendency to impose excessive shrinkage or sparsity?

I Within Bayesian model, we can think of insufficient/excessive
shrinkage as prior variance above/below objective var(g)

I Priors matter more when J is large



Optimal shrinkage stronger with higher J
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Open question: Underreaction and overreaction as
miscalibrated prior?

I Forecast error

y t+1 − ŷ t+1|t = X t(I − Γt)g︸ ︷︷ ︸
underreaction to signal

in X t

+ X tΓt(g̃OLS ,t − g)︸ ︷︷ ︸
overreaction to noise

in et , et−1, ...

+et

I Bayesian agent optimally balances UR and OR based on prior
beliefs about likely magnitude of g elements

I Empirical underreaction phenomena: can we understand them
as excessive shrinkage, sparsity?

I Empirical overreaction phenomena: can we understand them
as overfitting, lack of shrinkage & sparsity?

Open question: Heterogeneous priors as source of belief
dispersion?

I Consider H individuals forecasting y2 = X 1g + e2 after
observing y1.

I As before, “nature” draws g ∼ N(0, σ2
g I ), where

σ2
g =

θ

J
, θ = const.

I Now prior beliefs heterogeneous: Individuals’ prior means are
dispersed, individual h’s prior mean is drawn from

µh ∼ N(0, σ2
g I )

I To what extent does dispersion in priors translate into
dispersion in posteriors? How does the extent vary with J?



Dispersion in prior means more strongly affects posterior
mean dispersion when J is high
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Open question: Heterogeneous priors as source of belief
dispersion?

I With different priors (Laplace prior, slab-and-spike prior, ...)
instead of normal priors, Bayesian shrinkage can induce
sparsity: some variables drop out of the forecasting model
I Akin to Lasso regression

I Heterogeneity in priors in this case can mean disagreement
about which variables are seen as relevant for forecasting



Subjective beliefs in high-dimensional settings: Summary

I Prior beliefs loom large in high-dimensional settings
I Priors that are miscalibrated relative to objective reality

generate large, predictable forecast errors
I Prior dispersion can be source of belief dispersion

I Many open questions about how humans forecast in
high-dimensional environments
I Excessive shrinkage/sparsity vs. overfitting noise
I Potential differences between purely human forecasting and

machine-aided human forecasting

I Similar questions about nonlinearities (that we ignored here)
and role of priors
I Simpler linear models as approximations?
I Overfitting of nonlinear patterns?

4. Conclusion



Conclusion
I Understanding subjective beliefs of investors important for

understanding asset prices

I Rather than reverse-engineering beliefs from asset prices,
assumptions about belief formation in asset pricing models
should be grounded in
I Beliefs data from surveys
I Data on investor portfolio decisions
I Experimental data

I Main challenge: Finding pervasive, simple belief formation
principles that work in a variety of settings

I In this talk, I have highlighted two areas of key interest for
asset pricing
I Learning from history: Affects low frequency time-series

variation in asset prices
I Learning in high-dimensional settings: Affects cross-sectional

variation in asset prices
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